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The study of existing or modern glaciers in their
entirety, involving all related scientific disciplines.
As glaciology embraces so many interconnec?ing
facets. it is considered a master science. It is largely concerned with present glacial characteristics
and processes, as opposed to studies in glacial geology which relate to the nature and effects of former glaciation.
A glacier is a naturally accumulating mass of ice
that moves in the process of discharging from head
or center to its margins or a terminal dissipation
zone. Glaciers are nourished in areas of snow accumulation that lie above the mean climatological or
orographical snow line, which on the glacier surface is referred to as the nCvt5 line or firn line.
The most active glaciers are generally found in
regions receiving the heaviest snowfall, such as
the maritime flanks of high coastal mountain
ranges. Exemplifying this are the great westerly
facing glaciers of Mount Saint Elias and the Saint
Elias Mountains in south coastal Alaska which are
nourished by the heavy precipitation brought in by
warm, cyclonic air masses moving across the warm
waters of the Gulf of Alaska. Similarly, in New
Zealand the vigorous glaciers of the southern i\lps
lie in the storm tracks of the prevailing westerly
wind which brings much greater accumulation to
the western than to the eastern slopes Other such
maritime glaclal bodles are the Patagonian Ice
field in the southern Andes; the small lee sheet
and Ice caps of Iceland: the mountam Ice fields of
horway and the Kebneka~seregion of Sweden:
and the mountam glac~ers of eastern Stherla.
There are many other glac~ersIn the hlgh mountains of the middle and equatorla1 lat~tudes(as In
Peru and East Afrlca), h o ~ e v e r , 96% of the
world's glacial Ice i* represented by the vast contrnental Ice sheers of Anrarctrca and Greenland.
Together, these reglons contarn at least 5,600,000
miL(14,300.000 krnL;of Ice toter, or near15 10% of
the total land area of the globe. See Show L I ~ E .
The total volume of the wor1d.s glacters. ice
fields, and ice sheet* can onl\ be estirnatt~d.but is
at least 23,00if,000hm" T h ~ mass
i
cif frozen water,
if melted and returned to the ,ea, would ralse the
sea Lrvrl 160-2n(f it
mi R F Flint in 1957
estimated thdt. durrng the Ice age. this tctlume
h a s probabk 300-4(Xtc?r greater See C , L . ~ I A L
EPOCH, T E R R C S T R IE~RLO L E ~FE ~ T E W
Glaciatiotl and deglaciation. In many regions
giac~eractlritr has formed a continuou.; series of
events throughout the Pier-tocene giac~al-pluvtal
epoch, and In po*rgIac~aIjpt)*t - Ice 4gej and modern tlmef In order to i f m p l ~ f the
y term~nologyof
past and present gfac~atton,region* w h ~ c hare pres-

ently glaciated are also sometimes referred to as
glacierized, glacier-covered, or ice-covered. These
terms are used instead of the ambiguous and unqualified term glaciated for reference to all areas
formerly or currently ice-covered. In this context,
for any one region, the glaciation limit is represented by the lowest elevation mountain summit carrying an existing glacier.
A glacier at any one time presents only partial
patterns of its long-term regime. The complex
study of glacial regimen, the processes and consequences of growth and decay, is being actively
pursued in glacial regions throughout the world
today. Other glaciological studies embrace research in many allied disciplines, such as geomorphology, meteorology and climatology, physics of
ice deformation (glacier mechanics or continuum
mechanics), thermodynamics, survey and mapping, glacier geophysics, liehenometry, palynology, and plant ecology.
Materials. Glaciers are composed of three substances: snow, firn, and ice. The main material of
glaciers is bubbly glacier ice of a specific gravity
approximating 0.88- 0.90 g/cm3. This glacier ice is
composed of myriads of interlocking crystals,
hence it is a polycrystalline material containing air
pockets and entrapped water bubbles. Because of
the proportion of bubbly glacier ice, a mean bulk
specific gravity may be taken as 0.90 g/cm3, as
opposed to a specific gravity of 0.917 g/cm3 in
dense, solid, and unaerated ice. Below the latesummer glacier snow line (nCvB line, as defined below), only bubbly glacier ice is exposed. Above the
nCvi line, the other categories of snow and firn
(and firn ice) exist to depths of a few to hundreds of
feet. It is deeper in polar (colder) firn packs. (Firn
is a consolidated granular transition of snow not
yet changed to glacier ice. The process of transformation of snow to firn is termed firnification.)
The density gradation between firn and ice is usually asymptotic, but with a relatively sharp line of
demarcation between a seasonal snowpack and
underlying firn. Arbitrary and approximate densities of new snow are 0.1 -0.3; old snow, 0.3-0.45;
firn, 0.45-0.75; and firn ice, 0.75-0.88. Firn ice is
not considered to be a separate stage of metamorphosis but rather the result of a mixture of partially
altered firn and bubbly glacier ice. The processes
by which new snow is transformed into bubbly and
dense glacier ice are complex and varied. In
middle-latitude regions the refreezing of percolated meirwater, compaction, and iiow deformation
play substantial roles in the metamorphosis. In
poiar regions wind packing. mechanical compaction, and Row recrystaliization are the prime factors producing glac~erice.
Ternit~filogy.The geographical term n6vC refers
to the area cotered by perennial snow or firn, that
is, the area Iying entlrely within the zone of accurnulatic~n. The word firn refers only to the substance of the material itself. The terms snowpack
and firn pack refer to the volume of snow or firn,
respectitely. at any one point on the nCv6 of a &acier's surface and connote thickness or depth
characteristic rather than area. Snow cover and
firn c o w r refer to the blanket of snow or firn orer a
nivk. a glacier, or a bedrock surface, and have
areal rather than depth connotations.
The term nevi. line tfirn line) represents the ele-

-

vation of t h e periphery of a nCvi at any point on a
glacier's surface. More specifically, the elevation
of the nCvi line's most stable position over a period
of several years is referred to as the semipermanent n i v i line. T h e term glacier snow line or transient snow line describes the transient outer limit
of retained winter snow cover on a glacier. Its elevation gradually rises until the end of the annual
ablation season, by which time the old snow has
become firn and the glacier snow line becomes the
seasonal n i v b line. In regions such as coastal Alaska, where glaciers descend to sea level, the summer snow line on intervening rock ridges and
peaks is often much higher than the snow line on
the valley glacier, and in most instances is more
irregular and indefinite. If it has not disappeared
completely from the bedrock surfaces by the end
of summer, the lowest limits of retained snow may
be connected as an irregular limit and b e termed
the orographical snow line since it is primarily controlled by local conditions and topography. Variations in the position of the orographical snow line
are so great from year to year that only from records over a long period can a meaningful trend be
discerned. This snow line is important in the development of nivation hollows and protalus ramparts in degiaciated cirque beds. Of greater
present-day significance is the average regional

Fgp: 1. Map af Alaska showrng rnatn centers of existtng
glaciers Note that these centers lie along the south and
the southeastern coasts, *here there rs a ready source
of morsture and h ~ g hranges of mountains, r e s u l t ~ n gIn

level of the orographical snow line rather than its
lower limit. This mean position, based on observations over a number of years, is called the regional
snow line or climatological snow line. On adjacent
ice sheets and daciers this coincides with the
mean nCvi line. In regions of extensive present
glaciation the regional snow line thus equates to
the mean nivC line. Specifically, the mean nivC
line is the statistical average of consecutive annual
positions of semipermanent nCvi lines over a period of at least 10 years.
In glaciers of the polar regions a different term is
used to delineate areas of net accumulation from
those of net wastage, in consequence of the refreezing of meltwater and drainage on surfaces
down-glacier from the transient snow line. The
position where this refreezing ceases is referred to
as the equilibrium line, a theoretical line separating the area of net gain from the area of net loss.
On temperate glaciers this coincides with the nCvC
line. It is an important concept in glacier velocity
considerations because it represents the position
or zone least subject to seasonal variations in flow
resulting from excessive accumulation or ablation.
Morphological categories. Glaciers develop
numerous forms. Basically, they are of the mountain (alpine) type and of the plateau (polar) type.
Mountain glaciers generally are moderate to small

heavy annual accumulat~onsof snow, i n northern Alaska it IS too cold and dry to produce the requtsrte snowfall for @actation under present citmatic cond~trons
(Foundatton for Glacter and Env~ronmenfaiResearch)

Fig. 2. Oblique air photograph of 4-mi wide tidewater
terminus of the Hubbard Glacier, a prototypical valley
glacier which reaches tidewater from a source area in

the St. Elias Mountains of Alaska and the Yukon. This
glacier has advanced several miles since 1894. (Phe
tograph by H. 8. Washburn. August. 1938)

in size and include valley glaciers (main ice
streams), icefall glaciers, cirque glaciers, basin
glaciers, hanging glaciers, cliff glaciers, and glacierets. These terms are self-descriptive and for the
most part relate to strong and varied relief of the
kind found along the mountainous southern coast
of Alaska (Fig. 1). Valley (ice stream) types are the
most common (Fig. 2). They are often in the form
of glacier systems fed by cirque-headed tributary
valleys and serve as outlets from ice fields, such
as those found in the St. Elias and Boundary
ranges between Alaska and Canada (Figs. 2 and 3).
They are also the main type of glacier in the Alps,
the southern Andes, New Zealand, the Caucasus,
and the Himalayas. The longest valley glacier in
the temperate regions is the Hubbard Glacier
(Fig. 2), with a length of &out 100 mi in the AlaskaYukon border area. The Vaughan Lewis Glacier
and the Upper Herbert (Camp 16) Glacier on
L4zska'sJuneau Icefield are typicd icefall glaciers
derived from high n&vC basins or plateaus (Figs.
3 and 4;). Plateau-type glaciers, dominantly of the
ice-sheet and ice-cap form, are characterized
usually by vast size with relatively flattened surfaces or low relief. These are typical of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and are sometimes
termed inland or continental ice. Often valley
glaciers extend outward as distributary tongues.
Intermediate between valley glaciers and ice
sheets are piedmont glaciers. These occupy broad
lowlands bordering a glacial highland. The best
known of this category is the Malaspina Glacier
near Yakutat, Alaska, with an area of 1400 mi2
(Fig. 1).
Geophysical types. Glaciers are classified geophysically into two major groups, polar and temperate, and two transitional groups, subpolar and
subtemperate (Fig. 5). The tempertlture of a polar
glacier is perennially subfreezing, except for a
shallow surface zone which may be warmed for a

few weeks of each year by seasonal atmospheric
variations. The extreme polar condition depicted
in Fig. 5 is found in the heart of the Antarctic continent at the South Pole. In temperate glaciers the
temperature below a recurring winter chill layer is
always at the pressure melting point. This situation is typical of middle-latitude glaciers, such as
those in southern Alaska. Because these terms are
thermodynamic in meaning but geographical in
connotation, it should be pointed out that glaciers
af the geophysically polar type can still exist at relatively low latitude%, and that geophysically temperate glaciers are even found at latitudes to the
north of the Arctic Circle.
Of the transitional categories, in subpolar glaciers the penetration of seasonal warmth is restricted to a relatively shallow surface layer, but is
greater than in polar glaciers. The transitional subtemperate glacier is characterized by a relatively
deen zone of annual warmine.
,' These subordinate
terms are useful because the former may refer to
transitional glaciers of dominantly polar character
which still have certain temperate characteristics, and the latter to dominantly temperate
glaciers having a tendency towards polar characteristics. The significance of such differentiation
relates to the close control ice temperatures exert
on flow deformation, and so also to glacial fluctuations. This includes a possible relationship
to kinematic surges, which are described later.
Each geophysical category (polar, subpolar, subtemperate, and temperate ice) can be found in any
one glacier system if there is sufficient range in
latitude or elevation for the requisite climatolo$ical
factors. Present-day ice fields and ice sheets which
are thermally temperate in some sectors and grade
through to thermally polar geophysical conditions
in other sectors are referred to as polythermal.
Such probably was the geophysical character of
the continental ice sheets during the waxing and

is shown by the table of thermal constants for
snow, firn, and ice at O°C.
The problem of thermal changes within glaciers
thus requires the approach of the physicist. O n e
slnppiernentd egeca, however, must be kept in
mind. This relates to the fact that, although normal
thermodynamieai proceases pertain nn temperate
daciers, infiltrating meltwbter also plays ran irnportant role. In polar daclers the fundamen;al
diEusivrty relationship shown an ehls table donnanates, as there 1s only minimal meltwater eRefect
restricted to the sudace zone.
lrreguiarities in thermal disbipation occasioned
by the presence oi rnclbiie water and by varrous
physical inhomogeneities in glaciers usually preclude close quantitative agreement with hypothetical temperature curves calculated from assumed
bulk diffusivity. Computed values are near to observed conditions only in purely polar glaciers, or
in those sections of temperate glaciers in which
during the winter months there is no liquid water
to prevent changes in internal temperature from
being controlled by conduction. The detailed
mathematical analysis iaf the heat transfer is not
considered here. beyond merition of the i'undamental tflermodyriarnic properties pertaining to understanding and appreciation cif fieid observations.
In snow and hrn, internal temperature changes
may be considered as occurring in a semi-infinite,
homogeneous, isotropic solid (although individual
crystals are structurally anisotropic) influenced bj.
fluctuating external t e m ~ e r a t u r e s which are a
harmonicYfunction of time: The basic physical factors controlling development of the sinusoidal cold
wave are the thermal conductivity k of the medium, its specific heat c, and its density p. It can be
shown that the transmission of heat actually depends on the diffusivity K , defined by a combination of these quantities in the relationship, K =
klcp. Here the specific heat is taken as constant at
the value for ice. The density and conductivity,
however, are variable, depending on the age of the
medium and related genetic factors. The resulting
diffusivity is therefore a function of these factors.
The relative diffusivity between dense firn and
ice is not so large that mass heat transfer and temperature changes in firn are greatly altered by the

Fig. 3. P a r t of Vaughan Lewis Glacier. Juneau Icefield,
Alaska, showing surface bulges and wave ogives in
apron area just below icefall. Similar to view looking
downvalley in Fig. 4. Series of medial moraines visible
upper right. (Photograph by M. M. Miller, August, 1968)

waning phases of the Pleistocene Epoch. A glacier
which is geophysically temperate (O°C) throughout
is usually referred to as isothermal.
Thermodynamics. The internal thermodynamic
and heat-transfer character of glaciers is more
complex than suggested by the foregoing geophysical differentiations. This is because individual
glaciers vary much in their structural makeup and
related regime histories. Some of the complication
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with a great elevation range at very h ~ g helevations,
there IS commonly Less snowfdl, the conditions
there being generail\ roo ctrld for much -trow.
Thr rise and fail of the nr\r line over a period of
year, also pdralleIs vertical shtfts i;n the Lone of
maxtmum accumulation. This >erticdl shift may be
measured b.i means of sctundtngs, borlngs. test-plt
b t u d g ~ - ,and obserxdt1ons on cretasse wall=.. In =r
health1 giacter
the a v e r a e level tlf m a i m u r n
snowfall lies at the elevation of greatest glacier
area (Fig. 71. A glacier in a poor state of health has
usually e x p e r i ~ n c e da rise in its level of maximum
snowfall to a height above the area of the main
nt;vi.. Also to be considered a s an additional increment of positive net accumuiation in a glacier
system is that portion of summer meltwater in
geophysieaily subpolar or polar icoidi nevis recaptured by freezing as it percolates to depth. In
contrast, meltwater percolation in temperate glaciers drains away almost entirely in subglacial
drainage channels, eventually flowing out at the
snout of the glacier as an increment of net loss.
Structure and movement. Because of the many
structures in ice comparable to those in sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, a glacier is an
ideal field laboratory for the structural geologist. A
few such structures are: primary stratification
(bedding strata), secondary fracture structures.
discontinuous marginal or basal tectonic foliation,
(Fig. 8), ablation surfaces overthrust surfaces,
faults, folded structures, and a varied group of
deformed sedimentary and structural bands, including the wave-ogive bands and surface bulges
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. There are also subsnrface diagenetic structures of both stratiform and
transverse ice which result from refreezing of
downward percolating meltwater in subfreezing
firn. Cross-cutting transverse types are manifest at
the surface a s ice columns and dikes. Tension and
shear fractures are also common as crevasses and
bergschrunds (the latter exhibiting an overhanging
upper lip), a s well a s moulins (glacier mills, or
deep rounded holes caused by water action on embedded stones), cryoconite holes (thermal pits
produced by the inmelting of organic or rock fragments), sastrugi (wind-scoured features), and other
surface features. All of these are representations
of the combination of processes which affect and
control the surface regime and the dynamics of
the internal structure and movement of glaciers.
Glacier d ~ f o r m a t j o nis a composite of internal
and external movement. The internal movement is
dominated by a continuous plastic creep (flow deformation), a n d the external in some cases by a
fracture type of discontinuous movement at the
bed or near t h e glacier margins. As a g e n e r d rule,
flow deformation, hence the rate of movement, is
greater in t h e upper portion of a glacier than in its
basal section (Fig. 9). In &glaciers with a healthy or
strongly poslttve regime In the accumulat~onzone.
a d o m ~ n a n tproportit,n ttf the toid mass transfer
mag be expcr.t~dto be vra actual siiding of the giarier over 1t3 bed Such giaeier.; are charaetenzed
b i recttlinear, plrrghke, or Bii~ci-Scholienveiocltr
pr ~fileiIn plan r w w the gre-tif*: ~ T X I ( J U I ? Iof movemerft z - ex\;pr~*q6eijiiri i? hr(kid I C*FEIBI drea. Thi
*l~rfaic.vriocitt prn,filrc in Frg. 10 Bere iurteyed
at ~ t a t r dtnter*iai- up-glarier frcrm the iermlnuc
and repre-61;:: the- general flow iilaractertst~tiof
this strtingiy a d v a r ~ c ~ ngjacrrr
g
during the 1950s.

water-equivalent net galn or loss, m

Fig. 7. Mass balance relationship on Nigardsbreen Glacier, Norway, In 1961- 1962
budget year. This glacier normally has a negative regime, but it was surplus in t h f s
year, calculated to be about 95,000,000 m3 water equivalent. (After G. Ostrem. NIgardsbreen Hydrologi, 1962. Norsk. Geog. Tidskr, vol. 18.pp. 156-202.1963)
Sliding glaciers often contain sheared basal ice
heavily entrained with rock fragments and serving
as effective agents of erosion. In glaciers of equilibrium or negative regime in the nkvk, the dominant mode of movement is expressed as internal
streaming flow. In plan view such velocity profiles
have a smooth, arched, parabolic form with associated streamlines. All gradations of movement from
continuous laminar (streaming) flow to discontinuous Block-Schollen, or plug flow, may occur in
any one glacier system. T h e relative proportions
depend upon the nkvk regime pattern in recent
decades, on internal temperature characteristics
of the ice, and on configuration of the bedrock
channel.
During the 1950s laboratory and field experiments by M. Perutz, J. Glen, M. Miller, J. Nye, S.
Steinemann, and others ushered in a new set of
concepts in glaciology, which related rheological
and mathematical models of g!acier mechanics
(dcformation and flow) to the phenomena of glacier
movement and mass transfer observed in nature.
The field measurements were largely based on the
dcformation of glacier tunnels and elongated metal

F I 8
~ Basal tecionrc ioitalion (drscon"r~uoas
laminar
shear bands) with enlra,ned frzgnents 2: pebb'e size
rock and fines rn sole of Mo.tiie Giacrer, a geopnysically
polar $lacier east of TWte (Pbtograph oy M M MtiIerj

with surface veloeltres obtalned by penodic surveys of across-glacier stakes and with geophysieall y determined depth records, an sssessment can
be made of the relati, e proportion of sixdlng or slrpDage on the bed (Fig. 91.
The shear atre?. at anr, deplli r+l:Ei agidcrer is cai
t t ~ l a t e dirom relatton (2) In dtiic 9 ~ t n - where
~,
D la

F!g. 4. Skelcn of hypctketrcal case to oemonsVatle trSe
prc;port,cn of total mass transfer across a gwev pro+:!*
which can be ascrrbed ro englacial !low dt?fori-;a:icfi ~ : i , s
the prcporfiorr resuIP~ngfroill erosive slippage cr bed
sliding. Yhts case is typical of p!ug f!ow or Block-Sche:len
m a s s transfer ir; a healthy advancing glacier,
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pipes drilled Into the glacrer perpendtculdr to its
surface. As a result of this pioneerrng work, the
nature of Internal deformation of glac~ersis treated
a5 a problem In the physics of shear, with referSW ence to plast~citytheory. Thus it is expressed b) an
8000 ft
exponential relationship between gra\ttational
stress and deformation per unrt trme (creep kelocit)) with a s~mplifiedpoker law equation, Eq. (1).
-,

the depth in centirni-trrs, p t i l t bulk specific
grasity (IZthe o ~ e r l y i n g121a*~in gram- per c.ubic.
centinwter, a tiir luriac't. graiiient. and g t h e acceleration of pravitr iqii(i cm cr:c~-"!. I n reiatiora
i3 iiiir \ c r y critical cr;ntroi tbxercised by slight
variatitrns in grariirr,t is v~ebireteaieii.
T'ilus i n the iiiiw iaw with a3 factor* determir~atde iii nature, and wrtli n and k caicuiated for art!
particular velocity profile, ir is possible to extrap<,iate ilie differential Aiiw all the way to the basc oi'a
glacier. In this way tieterminatinn is made of the
proportion of iotai mass transfer within a glacier.
For this calculation the diKcrenee is found between the quasi-plastic flow velocity at any giver1
depth LD and the surface velocity [I; at the glacier
surface. The relation is expressed by combining
the empirical constants k and n with the stress at
the indicated depth D as in Eq. (31, which was formulated by ?;ye.

In this manner the approximate value of basal
sliding is determined. A hypotheiieai case is
shown in Fig. 9. The actual Pxtent to which bottom
sliding takes place depends not only cin tile s u r h c e
gradient but on the slope and roughness of t h r
underlying topography. on the width and thickness
Here y rs the shear strain, T 1s the shear stress in
of the glacier. and on any other blocking factors
bars, k is a constant for any glren temperature.
involved. All these factors vary in their effect on
and n I< an empirical constant, dependlng In large
the total stress distribution in different sectors of a
measure on the physlcal rharacter of the Ice. Also.
glacier, and they are expressed at any particular
the exponent n probably depends to some degree
on the mdgnltude of stresq, a factor judged as
point in the ice by the creep law, which integrates
the gravitational load and englacial temperature.
probabl) significant only in \cry deep or otherwise
htphlk stressed ice.
It nlust be kept in mind that such analyses oversimplify the situation in nature. because ice is not
Cnder temperate vaIley glacicr conditions, the
actually a homogeneous plastic material. Instead
factor n In nature is found to be close to a value of
3. In the flow la* n represents the slope of the
it should be considered as a quasi-elastoplastic
double logartthmic plot of the fundamental shear
substance. whose behavior under stress i s stiii
not full) understood.
stress -shear stratn relatlanship. The constant X 1 s
obtarrted from the stress-stratn formula at the
In dactt,r ice hen the strrsi contfrtions are
stre-s of 1 bar Stnce the logarithm of I 1s ztXro.X 12.
great and iubitatitral bottom iltding takes plat c .
in tact. thv or<ltc~ate
dt the puhi~t*here the abwiqqa
:!rcri' :& a!-(: :?IU~!: margjna! 41iaar~ngalc~netttc
of any log LtresG -log .trdrn ratr line r i zero
tdpcs of rhts gla( rer. Tfiri is iiigpeittld bv the fr)rirr
of tran.viLritx iurface-\elocitr,c u r v e . (Fig. 10) and
%It(& dyjdt or y is thr* itrain ratr per rear. ucuall%~dlctllatedIn radtani of angular tieformation
the held nitbaiurpnient~t t t ~ c r t : ca1 b r 1 o t ttr prohlci
p a r \car. brt au.e tt 15 fount1 t o he numt neall-c
u hrct-r ha\ t. lict*rr noted (FIE. I l i. '!'he at c entuatton
et;ui\a~ersii d s tire tanprrrt r*i thrbr harlslnp trlt anpic,
i j f iamtnar -hcar~rtg
ttr trc torrtc foiration in the sole
iri s i , t w i \ * i f tilrn~ingendat i d ! jirpe- from) M n ~ It
c
trf a & . i t 11.1. o!i*r.r\<ci d- riiijirin i t r n ~lure- aicirig
Lertic-al \ ~ i ~ i tj %i yrnifrIt-6 hat C' bet rt m e ~ t i u r e ~ i the piac ter'i irrdrgtri- dnci Lieci iE,g. Ki. indrt ate.
that - I ~ ~ ) p i g
tn(5re
< ~~+.uailti d c c - plat t> In / i ~ ~ i( fp i*
5etrrd! erample- tA field m f ~ ~ i l r e m e nare
t s giaen
iitghi\ .Ilearf,cl b,r-di t i r t arr-ririg c.rrtidinrc? ror k
i n Fig 11
li iEls,uid be. nritcd tirat tiir pr,scr ldw il6i.d w z t h
fragment- anti dt.iirt-. w i g t i 11 it: turn - r r \ e d* t!it
d tfniveiidi cr)ilsldnt n reprrirnt- <,nil an aterape
ertj-lstA10*1!* ttf the gJa<I* r
tor low gradlent telilpt'rdtl' g h ~ e r i nild
,
t/tert4t)~e
Erosion and transporlation. liki n ~ c r - ,gi'i
( d n QIW c.:.i, mrtrcbthan d good dkfj)rirXirndtl(rnof Ihfs
( xesr*h \ i
(ii\tir~ct r i . ~ i ~ rof
i + rt+rm a r ~ dtrdi?-por
tatron. Fctr c ~.din~iie.
i n t i t i . liigii t rrqutS ba~iri*t b t
true ~trarr;rate in a glacier at depth. \onetheie~-.
aipfne ni,ltit*r-. r o c k irabnit-nii id1 from cfliis
kir, appilc at1013 tif thl- JJU. di li'd\t $01. gLd~ic.16rtf
or .ilcIt ii:tit iwry-t i~riinrl. o r rndrp~txdl11145dt- cinri
,~mpIe<t>iz$,guraii6~~~,
d r e d w r ~ ~ b Idi*te*rrz~tndtj(>~~
t>
krtv onrt. taritrai~fied~n rtita I < I Irrr trartipi~rtd o ~ tnh e
Cdn bc. niddr oi t i l r t ;nr,ct tiac.nt witiiiri a gidcler
And 11) t t,rn111nirip the r,ngldc
mo\ rrnerit data
t d i l r 5 'I ht.its tiarx.~,orreti frairmt*nt- thu4 beetrmcl
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values extrapolated from empirical flow
Jaw based on creep relation in borehole

Fig. 11. Vertical velocity profiles, based on measurements made in the field, showing annual changes on the
(a) Aletsch Glacier, Switzerland (afterM. Perutz); (b)Taku

Glac~er,Alaska (after M. M~lier);and (c) Saskatchewan
Glacier, Canada (after&?.Mere;).

the critical tools of erosion along the ice-bedrock
interface (Fig. 81. The larger angular rocks scratch
the bedrock and form grooves and striae (Fig. L4),
while t h e finer clastic detritus serves as the abrasive to smooth and polish. In such areas the presence of impact structures, striae, grooves, and
crescentic features are not only proof of former
glaciation but also reveal the former direction of
flow.
O t h e r geomorphological characteristics support
the role of bottom slippage in erosion, such as
deeply entrenched and U-shaped valleys reflecting
the parabolic form of englacial creep in an actively
advancing glacier, and the vast quantity of rock
flour (clay size) carried out from beneath many
glaciers by subglacial and proglacial drainage
streams. Neither of these conditions could possibly h a v e developed without considerable abrasion
from basal sliding of a debris-entrained sole of the
glae~er.
P l u e k ~ n gis also an important and related agent
of erosion. This process rnlolves the penetratron
of lee or rock wedges IntG subglacial nlches. erevice.., and jolnts In the bedrock. As the glacier
moves, ~t piucks tiff pieces of jotnted rock and Incorporates them as supplemental agents (lia k a +ton a n d further piuck~np. Down-vailrt ends of
jo,ntrd hun?mock* in the bedrock are prociuced in
th14 m a n n e r and are k n o ~ i nas rr~chesmciutonn6rs.
Figure I4 ~ h c t w sthe d a c ~ a firootres
i
and ortrrltrd
creccentjc err*slond feature* (in top rif a stpche
n~i)uti)nnee.4 sequence cit such bedrock hwses
produces a stepitke Iongitudtnal pruiile on a
glactai valley floor. The steps often ctitncrde w t t h
partlcularli reststant lithologles o r selective lobangled jmnt surfaces.
Surging glaciers and kinematic waves. Research has suggested that glacier surges, expressed as sudden catastrophic advances or rais-

ing and lowering of the ice surface. are relatively
common phenomena in some regions. Such abnormal surges are characterized by marked and
seemingly anomalous increases in flow velocity
and often by a rapid transfer of ice from the n&v&to
the terminus, with much increased pinnacling and
crevassing. The upper glacier surface may sink
or be substantially lowered with this volume loss,
expressed as a comparable thickening in the lower
valley sector. Such surges are believed to be
kinematic in nature, in that the wave moves
through the glacier at a substantially faster rate
than the actual discharge of ice. Often much crevassing and geometric folding of in-ice structures
and medial moraines occur, as well as strong buckling, shearing, and surface lowering along the

fig. 12. Massive marginal shear~ngand lower~ngof Ice

along the valley walls of surgrng Walsh Glacier, In the
Yukon Territory of Canada. Note the strongly related development of conjugate shear crevasses. This glacter
moves forward tens of feet per day. (Photographby H. B.
Washburn, August, 1966)

Fig. 13. Massive earthquake avalanche of rocks and
debris covering approximately 10 mi2 of the Schwann
Glacier in the Eastern Chugach Range, Alaska, was

caused by the 1964 Good Friday earthquake. (Photo
graph by M. M. Miller. National Geographic Society, Sept.
15,1964)

valley walls (Fig. 12). Striking examples are the
Dusty, Lowell, Wdsh, and Steele glaciers in the
Yukon, where in 1965-1969 surge velocities of
up to 60 ft per day were reported.
Surging glaciers were first reported by R. F. Tarr
and L. Martin in Yakutat Bay, Alaska, in 19101913, with later reports of vigorous surging in this
same area in 1%5- 1968. Surges of spectacular
nature have been reported on many glaciers, including the Black Rapids Glacier, Alaska, in 1937;
Bruarjokul Glacier, Iceland, in 1965; Medvezhii
Glacier in the Pamirs, Soviet Union, in 1963; and
Muldrow Glacier on Mt. McKinley, Alaska, in
1964. Others have been reported in Spitsbergen
in 1952, Ellesmere Land in 1964, and even in the
Karakoram and Himalayas in 1953 and 1963.
Although this phenomenon is not adequately
understood, much research is under way. It is at
least known to relate to development of a dynamic
instability that usually attenuates within 1 to 5
years, after which the lower glacier area affected
by such an advance begins to stagnate. It is not
the same ohenomenon oroducine normal disharge wave-bulges and advance, as these may be
sumed to relate to annual accumulation varias and to gradual climatic change, One possible
in of the catastrophic surge phenomenon is a
unusual and sudden change in load stress vta
ening of the glacier in its upper nC&s or
high-level ncturishment basins, with a consequent
energy release vta a krnematic k a w .
Of course such thichentnp mar, be aliociatrd
w ~ t halntrrmai increact-9 * f f - . i ~ o ~ f d iiP\l
if/
what appear* to be -nilrdril c ~laria*,ci-i~angr in
certain urrrque artsJatrorii. iiir -uddi*nnec- r i f -uer,
change can be aecenttlatt"d b) glgnilicant itorlzon
la1 or tertacal s h t f t ~in rlw zrtne ctf mavlmum siirm
fail acrris* the v n r ~ a l:tC;k& I C W ~ But there are

several other possibilities. One may relate to
warming of the englacial ice itself, a factor which
probably caused the Brasvalsbreen Glacier in
Spitsbergen to slide forward catastrophically in
the late 1940s (a 5-mi advance in less than 5
months). This may not have been a true surge but
a response to substantial changes in englacial
temperature, since it is known that the mean
winter temperatures in the northeastern Arctic
rose about 20°F during 1920- 1960.
The third possibility is the sudden imbalance
produced by earthquake-caused rock and ice
slides. A number of huge slides were reported on
certain Alaskan glaciers following the I964 Good
Friday earthquake. One of these is pictured in
Fig. 13, showing apparent flow effects in a deformed medial moraine below a 10-mi2 debris
slide on Schwann Glacier in the Copper River
region, Alaska. A fourth, and probably minor, possibility is some actud effect of the earthquake
shock in the disarticulation of the glacier structure, which could abet the "sudden-slip" character of a subsequent advance. This would probably
be true when the epicenter of the earthquake lies
in the ticinity of the glaciers involved, PI further
poss~bilityis a buildup of excessi5e pressure meltlng on a glacier's bed, or In some cases an intenstfication of geothermal hear at the sole of the &acier. resuiting in abnormd qtiantrtles of Iubricatjng
rrater islu&i w h ~ c hcould accentuate the effects
of h a d clip. in some aye:, the most dynamic
surge+ could be a resuit t f a cornkinatlc-rn 0: t w o
or more tif iheae ifactor:- E f ~ l m e t ~ gr ,l a ~ i o t o g i ~ t ~
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mis,i
rrrnaln cdiltious, because inany @aelers
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eai-rhqtiakt activity.
The greatest bed erosion rakes p1si.e when tke
regime of a dacier is healthy snd its mass transfer
substsiritid. ."a vigorously advancing glacier exhibiricg Block-SchoUen G r phg flow is the most
effecthe erosive body. This adds credence to the
concept that glcsciim4 erosion 6s an indirect consequence of glaeiociimatulogied osciUations affecting the growth and decay, thickening and thinning,
and advance and retreat of glaciers.
As to t h e direct cause of high ratios of bed slippage and the occasional development of anomalous surges. scrutiny of the shear stress equation
reveals that flow within a Bow gradient glacier or
ice sheet (for example, at slopes of 1-3') 6s so
s m d that in z a n y cases stresses other than those
explained by pure gravitational shear must be in
effect. Hydrostatic pressure is ruled out on the
basis that i t is as negligible in ice as in liquids. The
most significant supplemental stress may be attributed to a strong down-glacier longitudinal force
superimposed on the gravitational stress in quasielastoplastic ice whose yield limit is already exceeded. S u c h supplemental stressing can be the
result of any one factor or a combination of the
factors which come into play in advancing and
surging glaciers. To such stress tensors, the strain
effects of which are sometimes accentuated by an
increase i n temperature within the ice, the phenomenal glacial advances in Alaska (group IV,
Fig. 15)m a y be ascribed.
The repeated oscillation of glaciers in mountain
cirques a n d over the floors of outlet valleys results
in effective scouring, transportation, and removal
of material. Such continuous sequences of process
produce t h e wide-strath highland glacial basins
and deep U-shaped outlet valleys so common in
the Alps, t h e Cascades, and the Rocky Mountains.
Turbid glacier rivers and moraines (lateral, medial,
and terminal) are living examples of the immense
eroding a n d transporting power of glaciers. Festooned arrays of terminal moraines also testify to
continuous glacier activity, because they express
repeated oscillations most usually related to cyclic
changes of accumulation and ablation in the distant n&vCs many years before.
Recent and current fluctuations. Following the
post-Wiseonsinan maximum about 10,000 years
ago, the I c e Age entered its latest waning phase.
The result was an almost complete retreat and disappearance of glaciers in the mid-latitudes and
tropical regions of the Earth. Coincident with this
disappearance was the Thermal Maximum (Hypsitherrnal Interval or Climatic Optimum) eulminating about 5000 t e a r s ago. Between iOOO
8.6. and 4 . ~ .1 a ori id wide recrudescence of giatiers began to take place. Tilis is termed the Yeu&acidtion and is associated with a return to harsher cliimatoiog~ral condit~ons, \shich *ti11 preva~l
today. This temperature fluctuation culminated in
a colder condition at the beginning of the Christian
era- T h e evrdrnre 'iuggest3 that in the 5th and 7th
centuries the polar seas were freer of ice than the-).
are today, a s far north a s the pole. Peripheral waters thus remained relatively clear through the
10th century. The records of S o r s e settlers in
Greenland indicate that the climate remained rela-

Fig. 14. Glacial pavement on grantic bedrock surface in
recently deglaciated mountain regionof Alaska, showing
orientated abrasion structures resulting from basal sliding of the glacier over its bed. In this view can be seen
crescentic gouges (concave in up-glacier direction), lunate furrows (concave in down-glacierdirection), grooves
(elongate linear furrows), and striae (fine lines of
scratches). The direction of the former ice movement is
from foreground toward valley in distance. (Foundation
for Glacier and Environmental Research)
tively mild until the 14th century. Then, about 5
centuries ago, there began another worldwide expansion of glaciers and a thickening of polar ice,
generally referred to as the Little Ice Age. Technically, the Little Ice Age refers to this latest major
phase of reglaciation in the latter quarter of the
Neoglacial Age.
Little Ice Age fluctuations are double-phased in
nature, having produced a worldwide growth of
temperate glaciers which reached their culminations in the early to mid-18th century, and again
in the late 19th to mid-20th centuries. The Alaska
Little Ice Age pattern is illustrated in Fig. 15. This
reveals that at an) one time the terminal regime of
glaciers in adjoin~ngareas mar be quite out of
phase: that is. one may advance while another
simultaneorrsly retreats. Tne latest adbances on a
small percentage of hrgh-level trunk d;tlacters have
cont~nuedInto the 20th century, in cprte of a general drm~nuttont r i ;ce cover around the perrphrrj
of some ttf the lo%+ercilaskan rce fields. Recent
fluctuations in Scandina.i~;i and Patqcrnja are
quite rimriar to this Llrtle i c e Age pattern and
have been shomn to have a teleconnectlonal srmtiarity sra u p s a r d s of a dozen recessional moraines
over the past 200 p e a s , Such etrdenee support*
the global nature of the can-ai factor, and the
acute censitnity of glacier6 a* excellent histor~anq
af 5ecular elrmatic c hdnge.
In contrast tu the behavior of temperate glaciers, the polar gIaclers of %ntaretica tarhibtt d
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Ftg. 15 Two-phased regional fluctuat~onpattern of the
Aiaskan Littie ice Age showing how, at dny one time,
glaciers in a region may reveal patterns of strong d ~ f f e r
ent advance stmultaneocls with signtfrcant retreat of
others This out-of phase pattern reflects t h e roie of

fairly stable regtme. This suggests that significant
volume changes in middle-latitude glaciers, ineluding the sub-Arctic and the sub-itntaretie, and
noticeable increases in their internal temperatures
have been instrumental factors in accentuating the
fluctuation patterns of Ueoglacial time. See GLACIAL EPOCH;

GLACIATED
TERRAIX.
[ M ~ F ' N A R DM. MILLER]

dtfferences in slze, geographtcal positton, and elevation
or ortentatton of neves, as well as differences In flow
lag idta differences in stze, conftguratfon, and length of
the outlet valley glac~ers.
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